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In the operation of the 2DG module of SH7723, we would like to inform you of the notification below. 

 

1. Malfunction 

In the operation of the 2DG module of SH7723, part of the data may be destroyed and some failure to draw may occur 
depending on the status of the 2DG internal cache. This may occur under these conditions as follows: 

(1) When these “commands in the specific case” below are executed 

Commands in the specific case: 

1. POLYGON4A/B/C ( E & WORK) 

 BITBLTA/B/C ( E or ROP = other than 00, 33, cc, ff) & WORK 

 BITBLTA/B/C ( E or ROP = other than 00, 33, cc, ff) & DTRANS 

  (R)LINED 

 

(2) When these “commands to read the destination” below are executed.  

Commands to read the destination: 

 POLYGON4A/B/C   E 

 (R)LINEA/B/C       AA 

 (R)LINED   

 BITBLTA/B/C       E or ROP = other than 00, 33, cc, ff or DTRAS 

 

      Note  E: Alpha Blend Enable  WORK: Work Specification  ROP: Raster Operation 

           DTRAS: Destination Transparency Specification 
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2. Measure of Avoidance 

  Please take either (1) or (2) software measure below.  

(1) To separate these “commands in the specific case” from the others in the same display list, not to mix them. Some 

failure to draw may occur when the “commands in the specific case” and the other commands are mixed in the same 

display list. No failure occurs when only the “commands in the specific case” are in the display list. 

To clear the display or to make all the lines of the destination cache dirty* before issuing the “commands to read the 

destination” when the “commands to read the destination” and the others are mixed in the same display list. 

   (2) To make all the lines of the destination cache dirty* in the end of the “commands in the specific case” when the 

“commands in the specific case” cannot be separated from the others in the same display list. Note that all the lines of 

the destination cache should be dirty in the break point of the “commands in the specific case” when the “commands in 

the specific case” are issued sequentially. 

 

    Note *  How to make all the lines of the destination cache dirty 

            Please take either 1 or 2 measure below. 

1. To execute a non-transparent drawing, the size of which is more than 241-pixel in the horizontal dimension or 

more than 16-pixel in the vertical dimension, in the non-displayed region of the clipping area. 

2. To execute more than 16-pixel in the vertical dimension drawing by BITBLTC (ROP = AA). The horizontal size 

and the coordinate can be set arbitrarily in the clipping area. 

 


